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QUESTION 1

On the Quota screen in Oracle Field Service Cloud (OFSC), there is a column that displays values for \\'Other
Activities\\'. 

Which describes the \\'Other Activities\\' that contribute to the values displayed in that column? 

A. activities that consume capacity but are not associated with the capacity categories or time slots configured for a
given Capacity Area 

B. non-scheduled activities that exist within the Capacity Area bucket 

C. activities that have specifically been added by field resources using the \\'Add Activity1, \\'Prework\\' or \\'Reopen\\'
actions 

D. non-scheduled activities that are either within the Capacity Area bucket or currently assigned to resources\\' routes 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An Oracle Field Service Cloud (OFSC) Enterprise customer has decided to provide their technicians with access to a
map layer showing real-time traffic updates. 

The User Type for those technicians has been updated with the \\'Use real-time traffic data\\' feature enabled, and all
activities will have resolved coordinates provided when they are created. 

Which two statements are correct regarding what those technicians will experience when signed into the OFSC Core
Application with that feature enabled? 

A. Upon route activation, only the travel duration to their first activity will be updated with real-time traffic data. 

B. When the technician completes an activity, the travel durations to the rest of the activities along their route will be
updatedwith real-time traffic data. 

C. When the technician completes an activity, only the travel duration to their next activity will be updated with real-time
traffic data. 

D. Upon route activation, the travel durations to all of the activities along their route will be updated with real-time traffic
data. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer wants to ensure that their OFSC users\\' passwords are unique and as secure as possible Which four
options are available in OFSC for making passwords unique? 

A. Password must contain upper and lowercase letters. 

B. Password must contain special symbols. 
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C. Password must differ from old password. 

D. Password must not contain more than X characters. 

E. Password must not contain personal details. 

F. Password must contain letters. 

Correct Answer: BCEF 

https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/august2015/servicecs_gs/FAADU/FAADU.pdf 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer wants to configure an inner step message ("B") to send an email if a previous messa ("A") has Failed. 

Which statement explains how this can be supported? 

A. In the Message Scenario screen\\'s Blocking Conditions tab ofmessage B, add a condition that blocks the message
when the message A\\'s status is NOT IN failed. 

B. In the Message Scenario screen\\'s Next Steps tab of message A, add message B as the Next Message Step with
the final status "Failed". 

C. In the Message Scenario screen\\'s Next Steps tab of message B, add message A as the Next Message Step with
the final status "Failed". 

D. In the Message Scenario screen\\'s Blocking Conditions tab of message B, add a condition that blocks the message
when the message A\\'s status is NOT IN sent. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true regarding integrationsbetween OFSC and DBaaS? 

A. Customers with a BICS instance can use DBaaS as a data source for data migration to extend the current BICS data
limit. 

B. Integration supports the transfer of OFSC data directly into DBaaS either in bulk once per day or automatically in real-
time. 

C. Integration enables automatic bulk import of DBaaS data directly into OFSC as part of the Daily Upload file. 

D. DBaaS integration enables OFSC to act as a system of record for activity data. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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